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Abstract: The Capstone team has used the Engineered Resilient Systems Tradespace Tool to test how well the tool itself
works while at the same time gathering useful information for our client at PMUAS, Eric Thomas. The purpose of the project
is to conduct a tradespace analysis in order to recommend a new UAS design. We built a Block Definition Diagram with the
ERS tool that created a specific list of feasible subcomponents which reflect both the value properties and the constraints
defined by Program Manager Unmanned Aircraft Systems. The research conducted not only provides crucial feedback
for the ERS Tradespace Analysis tool, but also identifies the best possible system subcomponents for future research and
development. Also by utilizing the ERS tool, we are able to analyze the data from a cost perspective and provide a complete
and full value analysis on the system. Our complete analysis on UAS subcomponents considers several quality-based factors
in conjunction with threshold level system requirements in order to ensure effective design quality.
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1. Introduction
Soldiers must conduct recon missions while at war and during training. Unmanned Aerial Systems, hereafter referred
to as UAS, have advanced soldiers’ abilities to accomplish these reconassaince missions. In the past decade or so, the
production of UAS has made significant leaps in terms of capability and reliability. Presently, Program Manager
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (PMUAS) at Redstone Arsenal is producing Rucksack Portable UAS (RPUAS) that seeks to
employ the best possible subcomponents of the RPUAS. These subcomponents, which are attached to the RPUAS in
order to maximize system effectiveness, include the: radio, sensors, chassis, environment, and battery. However, there are
far too many options available for each subcomponent to simply choose one without obtaining an objective comparison
between them. Here we used the ERS Tradespace tool to iteratively compare the different options. A tradespace analysis
enables and completes a full-spread value analysis of all the different combinations of UAS subcomponents, their
subcomponents and constraints. The ERS Tradespace Tool analyzes the possible aforementioned UAS subcomponents along
with their constraints and organizes them into coded “block” structure. To better explain this, a constraint block refers to a
graphical representation of inputs and outputs to a model. These inputs are the value properties produced by the block
definition diagram. The outputs are performance measures that can be used to assess the value of a given UAS. Using
Python coding techniques necessary for running the ERS tool, specific subcomponent models calculate values needed to
produce a finite number of unique UAS designs using fixed values, random values, and group assumptions. See Figure 1 for a
visual representation of the block structure diagram. After running the ERS tool and receiving the unique system designs, we
perform a cost-value analysis with the cost model we developed. This analysis will determine a useable combination of
system subcomponents from both a performance and cost-based standpoint. By using the ERS Tradespace Tool and
determining its effectiveness in the analysis of RPUAS subcomponents, it produces two major groups of findings. The first,
is the utility of the ERS tool itself to analyze various components and return optimal block diagrams. The second, which
is more useful for the client, is a complete attribute layout for the RPUAS. The successful analysis of the RPUAS is an
important task to undertake not only because it allows for continued advancement of portable reconnaissance
technology, but because it validates a sophisticated and useful tradespace tool that can be used for analyzing future systems.
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